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Megamod
policy changes
stall in SGA

Another new
(lunar) year
Dragon dances, red lanterns and more. Check
out all the Chinese New
Year’s traditions. !11

CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION

Preparations for CULC begin

SGA unable to agree on measures
to reduce institute-wide emails
By Sijia Cai
Senior Staff Writer

A bill that would establish a new mass campus email distribution policy at Tech was shot
down at the end of the Fall semester. Even
though the Undergraduate House of Representatives (UHR) passed the bill, it failed to garner
the required amount of votes in the Graduate
Student Senate (GSS).
These mass campus emails, commonly
known as “megamods,” usually contain information about crisis or logistics announcements,
registration and curriculum information, time
sensitive messages from the SGA or messages
from the administration.
“Students are inundated with emails from
Georgia Tech every day, and we must find a way
to cut back on these emails,” said Aaron Fowler,
graduate student body president.
At the beginning of last fall, undergraduate
members of the SGA decided that one of their
primary goals for that semester would be to reform Tech’s megamod policy. By the middle of
the fall semester, the UHR formed a committee
to collect information on and devise a new megamod policy.
After gathering opinions from students and
administrators, the group drafted several recommendations that formed the basis for an initial policy proposal.
The group then collected feedback on this
proposal before presenting a revised version to
the legislative bodies.
“I sincerely believe that the policy proposal
brought progress students were looking for.
Unfortunately, the senators did not agree,” said
George Ray, undergraduate chief of staff and
member of the megamod policy working group.
The working group considered two primary
concerns when developing the new policy. They
made sure to protect the integrity of email as
an effective means of communicating information and to allow students the option to receive
as little or as much of that information as they
desired.
The main feature of the new policy proposal
would be the creation of a message distribution
system, where students could choose to opt in
or out of nine email category lists. The categoSee Megamod, page 5
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Clockwise from top: A recent schematic design of the CULC. A lone tree stands in the remenants of the former library
parking lot. Months before construction is set to begin, underground utility work has begun around the work site.
By Vijai Narayanan
Staff Writer

Preparations have begun for construction of
the Clough Undergraduate Learning Commons
(CULC). Facilities began
work earlier this month upgrading and rerouting existing water, steam and communication utilities around
the site of the new building.
Funding for the CULC
was included in the state
budget for the next fiscal
year. As a result, construction work will begin on the
building could begin as early
as May.
“There is a substantial
amount of underground
utility work that needs to be
done, so that is going to be
primary construction activity
for the short term,” said John
DuConge, project manager
for Facilities Capital Projects
Group. “The utility work will
be done in sections to mitigate the impact on access in
that area of campus. Once
the utility project is complete, the construction zone
will be substantially reduced

for the building project.”
Over the course of the
project, the western edge of
the construction area will
extend from Skiles Walkway
to Atlantic Dr. and the eastern border will be marked by
Fowler St.
Currently there is a green
fence that encloses the area
between Skiles Walkway and
Atlantic Dr, as well as a small
portion of Yellow Jacket Park.
The actual footprint of the
building will not extend into
Yellow Jacket Park, but currently the space is required
for construction equipment
and utility work.
As the preparation work
gets started on the CULC,
the design of the building has
entered its final stages. An
SGA advisory group has been
working with the building’s
many stakeholders to make
sure that student concerns
were heard and addressed.
Students, faculty and
alumni expressed concern
about the building’s appearance in relation to its location
in the center of campus. As
See CULC, page 7
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Mandatory student fee revenue to be distributed “everywhere”
Projection of Tech’s
9% Budget Cut

$7.8 mil.
Academic Units

$8 mil.
Administration
Budget

$1.9 mil. from mandatory student fee prevented those funds from being cut from Academic Units and the Administration Budget.
*OGPHSBQIJDCZ4JXBO-JV Student Publications

By Kaitlin Goodrich
Staff Writer

Many students were upset to discover the mandatory
hundred-dollar fee added to
Tech students’ tuition this semester. The fee was instituted
to help cover budget cuts being made to the university system. At Tech, $1.9 million in
revenue was raised by the fee,
but very little explanation as to
the application of this money
was given.
“The short answer is [that
funds were distributed] everywhere,” said Jim Kirk, director of Budget Planning and
Administration. The state fee

will be considered an addition
to the money that goes in the
part of the budget categorized
as resident instruction.
“Resident instruction is
the core operation of Tech.
It includes all the colleges. It
includes the administration,
facilities, student affairs and
everything that is not in some
other bucket,” Kirk said.
Some of the other “buckets” would be parts of the university funded separately, such
as Auxiliary Services, which
is paid for by specific student
fees, or parts of the university
that operate separately, such as
GTRI.
The fee was a part of the

plan to minimize overall budget cuts. “Without the mandatory fee, we would have had an
additional 0.75% cut with the
already nine percent budget
cut. I think that the fee was
an attempt to avoid that,” Kirk
said.
Exactly from where the
extra 0.75% cut would have
been taken never had been put
into consideration, since the
fee increase was announced at
the same time as the cuts were
moved from eight percent to
nine percent.
This nine percent overall
cut was absorbed in Tech’s
budget by cutting about $7.8
million from academic units

and $8 million from the administration’s budget.
Right now, figuring out
where that money will be specifically taken from will wait
as the official budget is legislated.
“There are specific earmarked cuts… but it’s our
understanding that any line
items that are earmarked [to
be cut] have some flexibility.
We don’t know for sure yet
what the governor will cut specifically, so right now it is best
to just look at the bigger picture of the budget,” Kirk said.
The fee enacted by the state
See Fee, page 4
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Correction

In last week’s issue, it was mistakenly reported that for food
catered on campus property, Sodexho Inc. was the only option
for bringing that food on to campus. There are actually eight additional secondary catering providers where people can obtain
different meal choices for their catered events. Any food purcahses over $200, regardless of the funding source, to be consumed
on the Tech campus, must go through one of the nine catering
providers unless otherwise approved. For more information, see
www.studentcenter.gatech.edu/campuscatering.htm
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Assault on Hemphill

A police officer observed a
student laying on the sidewalk
on Jan. 28 at 10:13 p.m. When a
police officer approached the student, he noticed that the victim
had a bloody nose and abrasions
on his chin and forehead.
Another student was with the
victim when the police arrived.
The other student told the police
officer that the group of four guys
that had harmed the victim had
walked off toward the CRC.
The officer put in a call for an
ambulance and notified police
dispatch to be on the lookout for
the group of males. As another officer arrived on the scene, the first
officer left to search for the group
of people. Soon after, the group of
male subjects were found and detained. One of the males admitted to the police that he was one
of their persons of interest.
The students stated to the police that while they were walking
down Hemphill Ave., the victim
bumped into one of the male suspects. The victim continued walking past them without responded
to the suspect’s verbal complaint.
At this point, the he grabbed the
victim’s backpack, and he fell to
the ground face first onto the sidewalk.
An ambulance arrived for the
victim and transported him to
Crawford Long Hospital. The student victim stated that he would
like to press criminal charges
for battery against the offending
male. The male was then handcuffed, booked and transported
to Fulton County Jail.

From the files of the GTPD...

Campus Crime
By William Brawley
Assistant News Editor

At the hospital, the original
police officer spoke with the victim again who acknowledged that
he had several alcoholic beverages
earlier in the evening.
During the questioning, the
victim acted confused and asked
repetitive questions but denied using any drugs.
For his account of the incident, the victim stated that he was
called from across the street by the
group of males. Upon meeting up
with them, the one male suspect
immediately punched him in the
face. The victim didn’t recall anything after that. The on-call dean
of Students was notified of the incident.
Stealing more than the “T”

On Feb. 2, police were dispatched to the large construction
site next to the Library regarding
a theft. The police officer met with
a project engineer, who stated that
an unknown person stole the
large four foot by eight foot blue
and white “Turner Construction”
project sign out in front of the
construction area.
The project engineer added
that the sign was stolen sometime
between Saturday Jan. 31 and
Monday Feb. 2. The estimated
value of the sign was estimated at
around $400.

Packing heat

On Jan. 28 at around 12:50
a.m., police were notified regarding a person pointing a gun at a
another person. The police arrived
on the scene near Towers residence
hall and met with a male student
from Georgia State University
(GSU) and two other male witnesses.
The GSU student stated that
as he was walking up the stairs
between Towers and Harrison
dorms, two white males ran out
past him toward a vehicle on Williams St.
The student proceeded to follow the males, at which point one
of the males now on the passenger side of the vehicle turned and
aimed a silver semi-automatic
handgun at him.
The student quickly ducked
behind concrete for fear of getting
shot. No shots were fired however,
and the two suspects jumped in
a late model Ford Explorer and
drove away.
According to the student and
the witnesses, the armed male appeared to be around 18 to 20 years
old and was wearing a purple LSU
sweatshirt. The other male also
looked similar in age and wore a
green shirt and a brown hat. The
police dispatch chain of command
was notified of this incident.

The Alvin M. Ferst Leadership & Entrepreneur Award
We are pleased to announce the availability of The Alvin M. Ferst Leadership and
Entrepreneur Award for 2009. This $2500 award goes to a junior or senior with at least a
2.5 GPA and has demonstrated extraordinary leadership and/or entrepreneurial skills
while at Tech.
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Ads in gtlogin? Really?
Uhhh, what’s Oregon’s big city? Portland???
The GTLogin application for iPhone just made my life worth
living again.
My concerns include abortion, gun controland nuclear energy.
I’m concerned about the uprising of radioactive babies with assault rifles.
oh...oh...oh...oh...oh...oh..oh..oh..oook
Pop champagne Ooohhhhhhh
My diamonds are in the choir cause they sing from all my chains
BJ + Bus = Barf
Might Actually Not Korrupt Enough Nice Zebras In Earth
facebook will be the end of our generation... and i am contributing to that
Ahhh... the sweet satisfaction of downloading songs from Ruckus
and ripping the DRM from them...
Across the Universe is the BEST MOVIE EVER.
why does everyone think im evil??
probably bc dick cheney is my hero.. but still im not evil!! right?
girl in the orange backpack, what’s up?
I’m not just sure, Butters, I’m HIV positive
I have a package for Mr. Quagmire
wow, he looks like an emo but sings like a black opera woman!
just picture that
“I can’t believe I’m coloring. I’m in college.” Guess that class!
intellectually dumb boys turn me off... good thing im at tech. bad
thing that the boys are all socially dumb.
Just go to grad school already... I need to get over you.
I need a fix.
Maybe I just need to fixed.
Hey Hott Girl in Ralph’s Emag...I wanna piece of you.

The award has been established by Charlotte Ferst to honor her husband, Alvin, who
graduated from Georgia Tech in 1943. Alvin Ferst has been a member of the Alumni
Association Board and the Georgia Tech Foundation for decades. The Ferst family name
has a long tradition on the Georgia Tech campus and the scholarship will assure their
involvement in perpetuity.
Please distribute this announcement and application to faculty, staff, and students who
may wish to nominate someone for this award. Applications need to reach my office by
February 23, 2009.
Qualities of the Ideal Candidate
The ideal candidate would be a person of vision; a driving force to create a business or
organization; an inspiration to others to reach their potential; a leader with the ability to
anticipate future needs; an optimist about finding solutions; one who generates support of
the dream; and a man or woman of character who says, “why not, not “why”.
The Alvin M. Ferst Leadership and Entrepreneur Award for 2009 will be presented at the
Student Honors Luncheon on April 23rd, 2009 from 11:00am to1:00pm, in the Student
Center Ballroom.

We’d like to hear from you.
Write us a letter.
letters@nique.net
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Council Clippings

Breaking

Bubble

This week in Student Government

E

the

ach Tuesday, elected members of the two houses of the Student Government Association, the
Undergraduate House of Representatives (UHR) and the Graduate Student Senate (GSS), convene to
consider allocation bills and discuss issues facing campus. Here is a summary of those two meetings.

By Corbin Pon, News Editor

This edition of Council Clippings covers the UHR and GSS
meetings from Feb. 3, 2009.
Mars Society

The Mars Society requested
funding to help build a rover and
enter it into the Mars Society
International University Rover
Challenge held at the Mars Desert Research Station in southern
Utah.
The bill originally asked for
$4121.84 to pay for parts, travel
expenses for eight members and
registration fees.
The Joint Finance Committee
(JFC) asked that the rover parts
be paid for with the capital outlay budget, the travel expenses
be reduced and the cost for hotel
rooms be removed from the bill.
Both the UHR and the GSS
incorporated the JFC recommendations into their versions of the
bill.
The Mars Society submitted their bill last November, and
through an error in the SGA billing system, their bill ended up being lost for the entire fall semester.
Recognizing this error, the bill
was quickly brought up into the

early sessions of the SGA.
Several members of the SGA
apologized to the members of the
Mars Society for the billing error.
The final total of the bill came
out to $3594. The GSS passed the
bill 24-2-0 and the UHR passed
the bill, with little discussion, 321-0.
Condemnation of the AA

Members of the UHR debated
on whether to pass a resolution
that would call out the Athletic
Association for its handling of
its broadcasting situation with
WREK radio.
Supporters for the resolution
argued that although the Athletic
Association acted rightfully in its
desire to obtain a station to replace WREK’s broadcasts of football and men’s basketball games,
they did not provide WREK with
fair warning about this change in
direction.
The result of losing the Athletic
Associations business, WREK lost
around $30,000 or about a third
of its budget.
Some representatives defended
the right of the Athletic Association to make business deals that

your ticket to

great
entertainment

EARL KLUGH

Saturday, Feb. 14, 8 p.m.

“One of the greatest solo players
to have ever picked up the
instrument” –Fingerstyle Guitar Magazine

Considered one of the finest acoustic
guitar players today, Grammy-winning
guitar master Earl Klugh plays contemporary jazz and melodic ballads in the
harmonious and soothing style that
is his trademark. His music is a direct
expression of his many and varied
influences–gentle Brazilian rhythms,
blazing fusion and old-school R&B.

TIEMPO LIBRE
Sunday, Feb. 15, 5 p.m.

“...top timba group in the
United States.”–Denver Post

Grammy-nominated Tiempo Libre is
one of the hottest young Latin bands
today. The Miami-based band has
become known for their incendiary,
joyful performances of timba– an
irresistible, dance-inducing mix of highvoltage Latin jazz and the seductive
rhythms of Cuban son.

RONALD K. BROWN/
EVIDENCE
DANCE COMPANY

suited their own interests and
added that WREK should have
realized the risks of its contract
situation.
The debate in the room went
on for several minutes, with arguments revolving around whether
the Athletic Association demonstrated ethical business standards.
In the end, the UHR passed
the resolution, voting 16-9-6.
Black Leadership Conference

The African American Student
Union (AASU) put forth a bill requesting money to help fund their
annual Black Leadership Conference.
The sixth annual conference
would feature prominent Princeton professor Cornel West. AASU
expects their highest attendance
ever, exceeding their normal
numbers of 250 to 500 registered
guests. AASU representatives also
mentioned that the conference ha
garnered financial support other
Tech organizations and outside
corporations.
In the GSS, the bill was passed
22-3-0. In the UHR, with no discussion on the issue, the bill was
passed 30-2-0.

A

lot of things went on
outside the bubble of Tech
in the past week. Here are a few
important events taking place
throughout the nation and the
world.

Google adds 3D views
of Mars to Google Earth
On Monday, the same day
that Google announced its
Google Earth expansion to
the Earth’s oceans, the search
giant also announced that it
had added a 3D layer of Mars to
their Earth software, reported
National Geographic News. The
new addition will allow users
to fly over the alien surface, see
what the NASA rovers see and
switch between night vision and
natural color.
Google used NASA images
from many orbiters and landers
from the past and the present to
digitally stitch together Mars.
Many of the images used are
publicly available. According to
a Mars scientist from NASA, the
process of compiling all of this
data is something NASA doesn’t
have the resources to do.

Transition to digital TV
broadcasts postponed
On Wednesday, Congress voted
to postpone the transition to digital
broadcasts until June 12. On the
date of the transition, originally
Feb. 17, television stations will
no longer be allowed to broadcast
analog signals, reported the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution.
Many stations are already
transmitting digital television
(DTV) signals—those who own
compatible equipment can already
use new, digital signals. The
transition was postponed because
of delays faced by consumers
attempting to upgrade their own
equipment. The Nielsen Company,
a consumer research firm, currently
projects approximately 6.5 million
households without DTV.
Congress felt certain groups,
such as the rural poor and
minorities, did not receive adequate
support for the DTV transition.
Ending analog broadcasts could
cut off these groups from a major
source of news and information.

School
of
Public
Policy
Looking for a graduate program where you will be a valued colleague
instead of just another faceless student? Do you want to actively
participate in the events that shape your life? Do you want to be part of
the solution to the problems that are increasingly shaping our planet?
Join the small community of colleagues at Georgia Tech’s
School of Public Policy. Enjoy individualized attention with the
support of full-time professors committed to finding new ways to
improve the decision-making processes that affect everything: disaster
response, energy and the environment, regional economic
development, transportation, bioengineering ethics —
you can be part of the solution.
Graduate Program Administrator
404.894.0417
E-mail: grad@pubpolicy.gatech.edu

Friday, Feb. 20, 8 p.m.

“…blending African traditional
and Western modern dance into a
driving, resilient and slyly funny
new whole.” –The New York Times

Praised as “one of the most profound
choreographers of his modern dance
generation” by The New York Times,
Ronald K. Brown/Evidence Dance
Company blends African, modern,
ballet and hip-hop dance styles to tell
stories about what is important to the
human experience.

Division of Student Affairs Enriching the Educational Experience ( E 3 )

STUDENT TICKETS $10

Sponsored
by

On sale now in the Student Center Box Office. Valid BuzzCard required for I.D.

349 Ferst Drive

404-894-9600

www.ferstcenter.org

Save a tree! Read us online!

nique.net
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Tech alumus chosen to run second largest GTRI lab
By Ben Keyserling
Assistant Photo Editor

In November, Jim McGarrah,
MS ME ‘79, took a position with
GTRI as the director of its Information Technology and Telecommunications Laboratory (ITTL).
Prior to joining GTRI, McGarrah
worked as special assistant to the
Deputy Secretary of Defense, and
had a 25-year career with Southern Bell, BellSouth and Cingular
Wireless.
GTRI is a non-profit venture
that has performed applied research for sponsor organizations
since 1934. These organizations,
from both the private and public
sector, work with GTRI to combine industry expertise with theoretical knowledge. ITTL is the
second-largest of the seven labs at
GTRI.
“GTRI is the applied research
[section] of Tech,” McGarrah
said. “The academic institution
and resident instruction staff
do a lot of basic research, sort of
the theoretical underpinnings of
things.”
During his telecommunications career McGarrah was a
Navy reservist and went on multiple tours of active duty. ITTL
has projects in the private sector
and in defense, giving McGarrah

Fee

GSPNQBHF

is not earmarked for any particular function but rather treated like
a supplement to tuition.
“The fee is what I would call a
tuition supplement. It is in no way
different [than] tuition… Fees are
typically for something specific,
so health, transportation, etc.
Rather than this general fee that
who knows what it is going for, I’d
rather see us institute new fees to
help us protect core services that

an opportunity to “...leverage [his]
background in telecommunications, government, managing and
leading complex organizations,”
he said.
As a graduate student in ME at
Tech, McGarrah had limited contact with GTRI, then called the
Engineering Experiment Station.
“I interviewed with them for
a graduate research assistantship,
and I ended up taking a graduate
teaching assistantship ... because
it was better aligned with what I
was doing academically,” McGarrah said. He also had a cousin who
spent multiple years as a researcher for GTRI.
McGarrah thinks the relationship between GTRI and Tech has
improved. “I’ve seen not only a
focus on greater collaboration,”
McGarrah said. “I’ve already been
involved in a number of collaborative meetings with the academic
side of the institute.”
Such collaborations include
GTRI participation in projects
such as the Georgia Tech Information Security Center, which is
overseen by College of Computing faculty.
McGarrah’s primary role is to
manage the ITTL staff and resources. In addition to overseeing
administrative issues, McGarrah
also works with strategy for GTRI

by investigating where ITTL fits
in with the other labs and how
different collaboration can improve ITTL. McGarrah also
serves Tech through some peripheral roles. Currently, McGarrah is
serving on the search committee
for a new dean in the College of
Computing.
“The thing that has impressed
me here is the breadth of what’s
going on in terms of the number
of different and diverse sponsors
at the state, local and federal level,” McGarrah said.
Through GTRI, McGarrah is
able to work with researchers on
projects ranging from national
defense to implementing new
technology in K through 12 classrooms.
The relationship between
GTRI and Tech can be unclear
to students, who may have limited
contact with the labs.
Typically, GTRI research staff
have some contact with resident
teaching staff to discuss relevant
theoretical knowledge and research pertinent to sponsor projects.
Student interaction can be limited to research positions. At any
given time, ITTL employs up to
40 students in part-time and coop positions, as well as graduate
research assistants.

In November, Jim McGarrah, ME ‘79, took his role as the director of the Information Technology and Telecommunications Lab.

we students feel are important
and free up general money for the
school in other ways,” said Nick
Wellkamp, undergraduate student
body president.
Most fees are determined with
many levels for student, faculty
and administration input. A committee comprised of eight students
and four faculty and staff review
the budgets for departments and
determine what fees are appropriate to charge to students and
specifically how those fees will be

used.
A recommendation is then
given to the president of the university, who generally agrees with
the recommendations of the fee
committee when approving the
final budget.
The decision to create this fee
bypassed all student involvement
and was simply handed down to
the universities with little to no
input from university administration.
“No one knew the fee was

coming as fast as it did… the fee
was never supposed to be a part of
the plan until the cuts reached 10
percent. I still never got a clear answer as to what exactly changed,
so that the fee was implemented
at cuts of eight percent with little
warning,” Wellkamp said.
For now, the hundred-dollar
tuition supplement fee is a temporary measure to keep the effects
of the state’s budget crisis on Tech
operations to a minimum. In the
future, other actions will have to

1IPUPCZ,FMWJO,VP Student Publications

be taken to make up the shortfall
in revenue.
“What is tuition going to be
for research universities?… What
are [the Board of Regents] going
to do about the mandatory fee,
supposedly a temporary fee, but
is it really going to be? Are there
going to be changes in the HOPE
scholarship program? All these
questions are out of our hands, to
be determined by [the Regents],
but we will obviously provide input on these things,” Kirk said.

!BARTENDING!
$300/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary.
Training Provided. Age 18+ OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 X216.

nique.net
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Event:
Wednesday April 1, 2009
Location:
Student Center Ballroom & Surrounding Rooms

http://undergradresearch.gatech.edu/SpringSymposium.php

GT Sailing, free BBQ and sailing this Saturday!
Saturday: Warm in the upper 60s. Goin’ Sailing!
That skirt is giving me a ‘Bro’-ner!
‘Bro’-nade the heck out of that hangar, Bro!
If you rape a prostitute, is that shoplifting?
If you pour garlic on a bro, does his tattoo melt off?
Ok, even I’ll call that one weird.
Brittain: more Lucky Charms or the ‘betes boy gets it!
Puppy Bowl Sunday with Kitten Half Time Show... AWESOME.
poop.
freakin sweet...
im slivering at a ninth grade level!
dan smells like a man
who eats dogs for dinner? WOO HOO
licking it off like it was BBQ sauce
i would like to buy a damberger!
BK doesnt care about my family
whopper values nothing
FC-crets are no fun. FC-certs hurt someone
Pro: studying gets you better grades. Con: Tech gives me a massive headache.
CS1371 is like puberty for engineers.
i just saw some guy on a bike ride right into the green fence. how
can you not see that?
My idea of hell: 1371 review session with 200 freshman...ugh
killer whales = orcs
Dump the tension
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SGA to form presidential white paper
By William Brawley
Assistant News Editor

White Paper Students

1IPUPCZ+VTUJO-FWJOF Student Publications

Stephen Kump, chair of the
SGA white paper committee
and former SGA vice president of campus affairs.

Other committee members:
t8JMM8PPEXPSUI BUIMFUJDT
SFQSFTFOUBUJWFJOUIF4("6)3
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t+POBUIBO4BFUIBOH 71PG
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SGA has formed a new student
committee for the purpose of creating a white paper to summarize
a list of student suggestions for
Tech’s new president.
The 11-member committee is
comprised of a mixture of student
leaders from different campus organizations, including SGA positions, the National Pan-Hellenic
Council and various academic
societies.
The function of the special
committee is to provide the new
Tech president with a set of guidelines that represent the overall position of the student body on various matters that are important to
Tech students.
“We are planning to put together as much information as
possible to provide for the new
President in terms of what is important to students,” said Jason
Middleton, fourth-year BC and
chair of the SGA Parking and
Transportation Committee.
Since all of the student committee members come from a variety of organizations, the hope is
that a diverse selection of studentrelated objectives will be compiled.
Not only will committee
members representing organizations play a role in the formation
of the white paper, the students’
participation and membership in
other organizations and groups on
campus will also provide sources
of input.
“Because of my position of
chairman of Parking, Transportation and Facilities Committee, I
will make sure the paper explains
all consensus requests from students in these areas,” Middleton
said. “Also, [as a] member of many
organizations around campus,

SALES REPS WANTED
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Call (800) 310- 4459

sliver
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I applaud the Skiles / construction barrier graffiti artist! Finally a
subversive mind comes to Tech! WAKE UP!
palin is a crybaby
DDDD UNIT!!! i def do not remember calling you last night.....
I always love the guys who show they like me; don’t be scared, let
it show, it’s the key to a girl’s heart. <3
This sliver will self-destruct in 5…
Save the paper from the extra 500 papers that lie around Howey
for weeks and use it to make a whole page of slivers each week!!
no matter what i tell my friends...i still can’t get over you.
4…
Say “Implementation Simplification” 5 times fast
im greek, but i hate the greek system.
BOOM!! …you read too slowly.
What, are we in a Sliver recession?!?
i feel like i learned more in high school than i ever could in a GT
class.
i see all these over-the-shoulder girly murses around, wth… Be a
Man, Wear a Backpack!!
valentines day is coming up!!
seriously kid in History 2112: stop talking. youre not funny.
kpin helps me fly
the heady nugget coalition stands strong
wow, i finally did a sliver. =P
iowa, ftw.
Wow FC... spam whore much?
youtube search: weezy on katie couric
If you say so...
how

I will make sure the needs and
wants of student organizations are
brought to the new President.”
There aren’t specifics yet on the
actual topics to be covered in the
white, as the committee has yet to
have their first meeting. However,
there is a general idea about what
kinds of items will be discussed
for the white paper.
“Our main objective is to first
research and understand the students’ needs in campus life and be
able to effectively present this to
the President,” said Brian Tyson,
fourth-year EE and SGA director of Communications. “We also
want to cover any ongoing projects or initiatives that students
have felt strongly about or that
were started during Dr. Clough’s
administration.”
Not only will the paper provide
the new president information on
current issues that are important
to Tech students, but it also aims
to establish a direction for student
priorities into the near future.
“The white paper will point the
new president towards the most
important priorities for students
in the next decade,” said Will
Woodworth, third-year MGT
and PSYC major and athletics
representative for the SGA in the
UHR.
Members of Tech’s student
population will not be completely
left out of the decision process if
they feel that the representative
members of the committee do not
take into account their opinions
or idea.
According to Nick Wellkamp,
undergraduate student body president, SGA and the committee
plan to hold multiple open forum
discussions in the coming weeks
in order for the committee to get a
wide range of student feedback on
the priorities that will go into the
white paper.

Technique Online Voice your opinion!
Last issue’s question received 53 responses.
Which new football ticketing policy do you support?
An athletic fee
increase, season
tickets and
penalties for
not returning
unused tickets.

I have no preference.

52.8 %



An athletic fee
increase, pergame tickets
and no penalties for not
using tickets.

Season tickets,
paying extra to
purchase season
tickets and cash
back from returning unused
tickets.



20.8 %
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This week’s question:
What do you think of the new Clough building design?

Tell us at www.nique.net

Megamod

GSPNQBHF

ry list currently consists of Arts
and Culture, Athletics, Academics, Campus Community, Community Service, Extracurricular,
Leadership, Diversity and Organizational Recruitment.
The emails sent through the
mass email system will also have
fixed character limits. The messages will be allowed no more than
550 characters.
Under the proposal, the Dean
of Students would serve as the
megamod system administer,
overseeing the process of message
submission, distribution and restrictions.
“The GSS put pride before
progress, denying students relief from a barrage of unwanted
emails,” Ray said. “Despite acknowledgment by several graduate
senators that the policy brought
progress for students, a handful of

vocal senators lashed out against
the policy and its presenters even
after we made concessions.”
The graduate students had a
different take on the bill’s failure to pass. “The failed bill was
convoluted and would not have
decreased the amount of emails
sent to students,” Fowler said.
“We need change that is permanent, simple and one that better
addresses a reduction in student
emails.”
Many students have expressed
interest in seeing the current megamod policy changed.
“I feel like students should have
some measure of control over the
types of Georgia Tech messages
we receive,” said Jonathan Cornwell, a first-year CHBE major.
“The policy needs to be revamped,
and political ploys should not be
part of the process to improve the
student experience.”

Earn a degree from
the Georgia Institute

8

of Technology and
discover Europe!
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8
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Georgia TechLorraine
Georgia Institute of Technology
800 West Peachtree Street NW,
Suite 428
Atlanta, GA 303320520
Tel: 404.894.0076
Fax: 404.894.2997
gtlacademic@gtl.gatech.edu
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An undergraduate aca
demic year program with a
combination of upper divi
sion courses in electrical
and computer engineering,
mechanical engineering,
and computer science

Graduate degrees in
electrical and computer
engineering, mechanical
engineering, and computer
science from the Georgia
Institute of Technology

8 An undergraduate

Dual degrees from
European and French uni
versities and engineering
schools

summer program with a
combination of engineer
ing, management, and
sciences, as well as social
sciences, humanities, and
language courses

www.GTLorraine.eu
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An educational expe
rience that goes beyond the
classroom
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CULC
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a result, the design of the building
is considerably different from the
designs that were discussed last
summer.
“SGA has had an advisory role
to this project throughout the design process going back more than
10 years,” said Nick Wellkamp,
undergraduate student body president. “More recently, starting last
summer, SGA has been working
with the architects and the final
planners to make sure that the
aesthetics of the building fit in
with the rest of campus.”
“We want this building to be
truly representative of the Institute and the preeminent academic
building of campus. We want to
be able to convey that message

from the outside as well,” said
Brandon Kearse, a member of the
SGA advisory group.
As with many of the new
buildings that have gone up over
the last few years, sustainability is
a major focus in the design of the
CULC.
“We want this building to be
the most sustainable on campus,”
said Howard Wertheimer, director of Space Planning.
Last year, one of the buildings
designed by the architectural firm
hired for the CULC project was
selected as one of the 10 most sustainable buildings in the United
States.
In late fall, a sustainability expert was hired to assist the architectural firm with sustainability
issues, and the shape of the build-
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ing changed significantly.
“As a result a more holistic approach to design of spaces, water
issues and renewable energy has
been taken,” Wertheimer said.
Despite the additional changes
made to improve the CULC’s
sustainability, the building is still
expected to remain under the
originally stated budget.
“Much of the work until now
has been about making sure that
the interior and layout of the
building is right. Now that is
complete and we are focusing on
the exterior,” Kearse said.
The CULC is expected to extend north of the current library
parking lot, taking over some of
the lawn in front of the Architecture Building. The space will then
be used as a Stinger turnaround.

As for Atlantic Dr., it will be
transformed into a pedestrian
walkway once the building is
completed.
SGA is continuing to work
with the planning and design to
make the CULC a more aesthetically pleasing building for campus.
“We’re having ongoing meetings with the architects, President Schuster, alumni and other
stakeholders to make sure that
the effect that the building has
on the center of campus is a positive one.... We think that we will
reach a final design very soon,”
Wellkamp said.
He also noted that any changes
made to the design of the building
would be done within the current
budget and no delays are fore-

ok, so my subs really aren't gourmet and
we're not french either. my subs just taste
a little better, that's all! I wanted to
call it jimmy john's tasty sandwiches, but
my mom told me to stick with gourmet.
She thinks whatever I do is gourmet, but
i don't think either of us knows what it
means. so let's stick with tasty!

Established in Charleston, IL
in 1983 to add to students GPA
and general dating ability.

PEPE®

Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

#2 BIG JOHN®

the south’s liveliest college newspaper.

Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA®

Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

Corporate Headquarters Champaign, IL

PLAIN SLIMS

®

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

slim
slim
slim
slim
slim
slim

1
2
3
4
5
6

Ham & cheese
Roast Beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola, cheese
Double provolone

#4 TURKEY TOM®

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap
®

#5 VITO®

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original)
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone,
capicola, onion, lettuce, tomato, & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

#6 VEGETARIAN

Layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber,
lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not
for vegetarians only . . . . . . . . . . . peace dude!)

J.J.B.L.T.®

Bacon, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
(The only better BLT is mama's BLT)
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8" SUB SANDWICHES

All of my tasty sub sandwiches are a full 8 inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese I can buy! And if it matters to you,
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

#1

seen as a result of these additional
changes. The work currently being
done at the build site is work that
does not rely on a final design for
the CULC’s exterior. This is why
it has started before a final exterior
design has been finalized.
When the building is finished,
all of the freshman and sophomore labs, tutoring and all of the
undergraduate support services
will be located in the CULC. In
addition, the third and fourth
floors of the CULC will sit level
with the basement of the library,
allowing students to easily move
back and forth from the library.
“This building is going to fundamentally transform the center
of campus, and we want to make
sure it does a very good job of
that,” Kearse said.

JJ UNWICH

JIMMY TO GO ®
CATERING
BOX LUNCHES, PLATTERS, PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 25¢ per item (+/–10¢).

! ! JIMMYJOHNS.COM ! !

! Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie
! Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle
! Extra load of meat
! Extra cheese or extra avocado spread
! Hot Peppers

freebies (subs & clubs only)
Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber, Dijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and oregano.

My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade french bread!

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
A full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham,
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato, & real mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB®

Choice roast beef, smoked ham, provolone cheese,
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB®

Real genoa salami, Italian capicola, smoked ham,
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

#10 HUNTER’S CLUB®

A full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, provolone, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB®

Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham,
provolone, and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB®

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB®
Double provolone, real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
(Try it on my 7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB®

!"sides !
! Soda Pop

GIANT club sandwiches

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN®
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It's huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham, capicola, roast beef,
turkey & provolone, jammed into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato, & our homemade
Italian dressing.

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
An American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. but
definitely tweaked and fine-tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA®

The same as our #3 Totally Tuna except this one has
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone,
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce, & tomato.

#16 CLUB LULU®

Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato,
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER™

Real applewood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce,
tomato & mayo, what could be better!

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
365 14TH ST. NW

404.892.8080

1921 PEACHTREE RD. NE

404.352.1111

ATLANTA

925 PEACHTREE NE

404.853.3443

3324 A PEACHTREE RD. NE

404.848.7181

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!" ®
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Opinions

Opinions Editor: Naihobe Gonzalez
To be stupid, selfish and have good health
are three requirements for happiness,
though if stupidity is lacking, all is lost.
—Gustave Flaubert

“
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OUR VIEWS CONSENSUS OPINION

Disappointing design

Lackluster plans for new Clough building are a letdown

A look at the latest design sketches
for the Clough Undergraduate Learning
Commons yields an unpleasant surprise.
Rather than inspire, the designs are reminiscent of an outdated, industrial style
that is not worthy of occupying the heart
of campus and honoring Clough’s legacy.
Fortunately, there is still time to
change the architectural design of a
building that stands to become a major
landmark. As it stands, plans for the new
edifice misuse the already limited parking
and green space in the center of campus.
Other structures like the Klaus, Ford and
Management buildings serve as prime examples of the kind of style that fits well
with Tech’s modern feel, demonstrating
that environmental sustainability does
not have to come at the price of aesthetics.
But not all looks grim. Plans to construct new walkways leading to and from
Klaus and the library are a definite improvement from the existing paths (including the muddy detours that students

are currently forced to take).
The surrounding landscape designs
look inviting, large-scale projector screens
across the building could become a focal point of campus and a new 500-seat
auditorium is a welcome addition that
could help the Institute attract and host
top speakers. However, the roof design—
which appears to be openly accessible—
could pose a real safety threat for adventurous students looking for a new hangout
spot with a nice view.
Ultimately, the new Clough building will become a second home to future
classes of first and second-year students.
Plans for the structure’s purpose are on
the right track, offering to create not only
a hub of academic rooms and labs, but
also a social community environment.
A more modern design and innovative
ideas (like an underground parking deck)
could ensure that this new building will
become the crown jewel—and not the eye
sore—of Tech’s campus.

The Consensus Opinion reflects the majority opinion of the Editorial Board of the Technique, but not necessarily the opinions of individual editors.
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Tech keeps its budget
priorities straight

I came to Tech because this
school had its priorities in order:
to be one of, if not the best public university (particularly in the
field of engineering), to graduate
well-rounded individuals capable
of performing well in an adverse
and ever-changing market and
provide services to students to
make the collegiate experience
more tolerable. The new Clough
Undergraduate Learning Center is
another way that Tech can project
its image of educational leadership to prospective investors and
students (who are also technically
investors).
Seniors, think how much Tech
has changed since you’ve been
here. Could you have imagined
such a transformation when you
first arrived as a RAT; East Library renovation, a nanotechnology building, BME being nationally ranked after a few years
in existence, the super CoC, the
marching band going to the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade or
even Paul Johnson and the triple?
Whether it was an advanced research lab, newer lecture halls or
a new home for the ladies’ softball team, that kind of growth
is attractive to people that could
choose to invest their money elsewhere.
Of course that means Tech gets
better students, investors, professors and more potential employers. While I understand economic
concerns, education is consistently one of the best investments an
individual person or organization
can make (look up earning potential for individuals with and without degrees and the success of the
G.I. Bill following World War II).
In all honesty, it makes more sense
to invest in Tech than [in] other
government agencies that have
already failed. And I hope Tech
never loses that edge.
John Ball
Fifth-year AE

More to the debate on
Israel and Palestine
As I read [“Your views: Perspectives on the Israeli-Palestinian
Conflict,” Jan. 30], each [letter]
contains not only factually incorrect information and twisted
logic, but most importantly, fails
to recognize the true cause of the
conflict.
To isolate the current conflict
from the broader historical context misses the focal point of the
current state of affairs. The question that would help to reach a
resolution is, “What right does
Israel have on the Holy Land?” A
simple answer is that the United
Nations created the state of Israel
in 1948, though the Arab nations
rejected the creation of such a
state. A follow-up question would
then be, “What right did the UN
have to create Israel?” Again, the
simple answer is that the British

Write to us:

letters@nique.net
We welcome your letters in
response to Technique content as
well as topics relevant to campus.
We will print letters on a timely
and space-available basis.
Letters should not exceed 400
words and should be submitted by
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in order to be
printed in the following Friday’s
issue. Include your full name, year
(1st, 2nd, etc.) and major. We reserve the right to edit for style and
length. Only one submission per
person will be printed per term.

had conquered and colonized Palestine and therefore had the rights
to the land.
In 1937, Winston Churchill
commented the following about
the Palestinians: “I do not agree
that the dog in a manger has the
final right to the manger even
though he may have lain there for
a very long time[...].” This is the
ideal behind colonization, which
is the foundation of this conflict.
This is the reason that the Arab
countries rejected the 1948 UN
resolution. This is the reason that
certain countries reject the creation of Israel still today.
Why are those who had nothing to do with the Jewish persecution during World War II being
the ones that are mistreated and
driven from their homes? The
other [letters] speak of Jewish
refugees from Arab lands coming to Israel. However, historical
fact does much to reject this assertion. Jews and Muslims have
lived in peace for centuries. There
has never been large scale Jewish
persecution in Muslim countries.
There isn’t anti-Semitic invective
spews from schools, mosques, or
the mass media, although there
might be anti-Israeli sentiment.
Anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism
are very different sentiments,
though many choose to ignore
this fact and lump anti-Zionist
with anti-Semites.
Whatever the sins of this tragic
recent war, it is another round in
a conflict that cannot be solved
by one-sided Israeli concessions.
Ideally, there should be a Palestinian state alongside an Israeli
one. That outcome won’t be advanced by blaming Palestinians
for fighting back against a group
who wants to expel the Palestinians and colonize the Holy Land.
Whatever Palestinian mistakes
and sins, most have been forced
on it in wars of survival.
I do not support Hamas and I
do not support the Zionists. I am
not anti-Semitic and I am not anti-Islam. I only aim to present the
basis of the conflict. I encourage
everyone to research for himself,
and not just blindly buy whatever
sensationalist media tries to sell.
Arash Majdi
Graduate IE

